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fading and narrow band interference on one hand, and provides high data rate on other hand. Although, there 
is high data rate transmission and immunity from multi path fading, the major problem of  MC-CDMA system 
is that it suffers from  high Peak to Average Power Ratio(PAPR). The main advantage of MC-CDMA over 
single carrier scheme is the ability to cope up with several channel conditions, such as, frequency selective 
fading caused by multipath and narrow band interface. Using IFFT/FFT techniques in modulation and 
demodulation, high computational speed can be achieved. One way to reduce the PAPR is using codes or 
sequences. InMC-CDMA  system with single user scenario the crest factors (CF)-ξܲܣܴܲ  of different codes 
has been explained[2]. In  MC-CDMA system with multiuser scenario[3] the CFs of different spreading 
codes[4] have been analyzed.Using Walsh and Golay complementary sequences[5] they have analyzed the 
downlink MC-CDMAPAPR properties in multiuser scenario. Stillexploration for better codes with low PAPR 
is in initial phase. 
Binary sequences are used in cryptosystems and spread spectrum communication[10]. Those binary 
sequences have good autocorrelation properties[6].This paper analyses  the PAPR  for  various  sequences  
such as Walsh Hadamard (WH), Gold Sequence, Welch-Gong(WG) sequence and Blum BlumShub (BBS) 
sequence in MC-CDMA system.From the simulation results it is illustrated that the BBS sequences provide 
improved PAPR property. 
2. MC-CDMA System Model 
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Fig.1illustratesthe MC-CDMA transmitter, with length of spreading codes denoted by N and number of 
users by M, such that,MN. The user data symbol is represented by K. The mth user is represented as 
ܾ௠=[ܾଵ௠ǡ ܾଶ௠ǡǥ Ǥ Ǥ ܾ௄௠ሿ. The corresponding spreading sequence for the m
th user is ݏ௠ ൌ ሾݏଵ௠ݏଶ௠ǡǥ Ǥ Ǥ ݏே௠ሿ. The 
first stage of the transmitter which is user data symbols M arespreaded and thenadded. The second stage is the 
added user symbols are interleaved. The final stage is the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). The IFFT 
input is interleaved user data symbol. The size of the IFFT is L=KXN. The subcarrier is denoted by L. The 
transmitter signal can berepresented  asfollows [10] 
y(t) = σ σ ܾ௞௠ெ௠ୀଵ௅ିଵ௟ୀ଴ ݏ௡௠݁௝ଶగ௟௧Ȁ்௦ 0tTs         (1) 
Symbol period is Ts. 
The PAPR of y(t) as follows  
y(t)=max|R(y(t))|2/1/Ts|y(t)|2dt                        (2) 
HereR(.) is the real part of the variable.  It is forthright that in [9] 
PAPRPMEPR=max 0tTs |y(t)|2 / (1/Ts)׬ ȁݕሺݐሻȁଶ
୘ୱ
଴ dt                 (3) 
There are various sequences used for spreading the data. In this paper, the  spreadingsequences used 
areWalsh Hadamard(WH),Gold Sequence,WG Sequences,Blum BlumShub sequence. 
 3. Set of Sequences 
3.1. Walsh Hadamard Sequence 
Walsh Hadamard sequence is a spreading sequence, in the form of a square matrix, with dimension power 
of 2.The entries of Walsh Hadamard matrix are either +1or -1.It satisfies the property that, for any two 
column or row thedot product is always zero. Each row of a Walsh matrix corresponds to a Walsh 
function .Walsh matrix [1] is given by H(2 n),where n is any natural number. 
In general,  
H (2n) =H2(n-1)H2(n-1)                                 (4) 
H2(n-1)     -H2(n-1) 
3.2. Gold Sequence 
Gold code, otherwise called as Gold sequencesis generated by Gold code generator, which is a 
combination of two Pseudo Noise(PN) Sequence.These codes form  a family of codes, called as quadratic 
form sequences. This Gold code is a binary sequence. They have got a property of smaller cross-correlation[7] 
in a set, which are very use full, when multiple signals are broadcasted at same frequency. 
Algorithm for generating Gold code 
(1)Select s={s(t) } and r={r(t)},be any sequences, with period n=2m-1. 
(2)Take modulo 2 sum of s, with n cyclic shifted version of r. 
(3) By this, a new sequence is obtained, with period ‘n’. 
If original sequences, s and r are also included, total number of sequences is n+2.Resulted sequence 
obtained is called Gold code or Gold sequences. 
3.3. Welch-Gong Sequence 
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The WG sequence construction procedure is specified in [8]. Let m (mod 3)0, the primitive element of 
GF(2m) is Į , the trace representation is given by au =σ ܶݎሺߙ௨ሻ௨Ԫூ where I refers to the set of trace exponents  
which is defined  in [8].  The trace exponent of WG sequences [10] for m=7 and 8 is shown in Table.1 
Table.1 Trace exponent of WG sequences 
M       WG  
Sequences 
7 1,3,7,9,29 
8 19,39,13,21,29
  
3.4.BLUM BLUM SHUB Sequenceȱ
Blum BlumShub (BBS) [11] is a pseudorandom bit generator, instead of pseudorandom number generator, 
generating binary sequence,called as Blum BlumShub sequences. The following steps are taken  to generate 
the BBS sequences 
(1)Find two prime numbers p and q  in the form of 4k+3,where  k is any integer (both the prime number p 
and q are congruent to 3 modulo 4) 
(2)Select,the modulus n=pxq 
(3)Choose a random integer ‘r’,which is co- prime to n 
(4)For first iteration, select  x0=r 2mod n ,(this x0 is called as seed) 
(5)Generating sequence by Xn+1=(xn)2mod n 
To get the random bit in binary form, convert all the decimal digit into binary form  andtake the LSB of it, 
and represent 1 as 1 ,and 0 as -1.This sequence of 1 and -1,are used as spreading sequences . 
n 
. 
 
 
r 
 
 
feedback 
 
Fig.2.Block diagram for Blum BlumShub  sequence generator 
4. Simulation Results 
In the results,  properties of PAPR in multiuser MC-CDMA system with different sequencesare 
discussed.In multi user scenario the  PMEPRcan be modified based on the system model. 
PMEPR = max0൑t൏ ௦ܶ|y(t)|2/ σ ȁσ ܾ௞௠ெ௠ୀଵ௅ିଵ௟ୀ଴ ݏ௡௠ȁ
2               (5) 
 In the simulation, the system parameters are as follows: In WG sequence for the primitive polynomials 
generating finite field GF(2m), m=7  for the binary sequences. In BBS sequences the p=17, q=23 and r=19. In 
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fig.3 128 subcarrier where L=128 and K=1and fig. 4, 256 subcarrier where L=128 and K=2. Table2 shows the 
theoretical comparison of the PMEPR for four different spreading codes(parameters related to 
Fig.4).Generally, if thenumber of users are large,it is observed thatspreading code can aid to reduce the PAPR. 
The results show thatBBS sequences can be viable alternative to traditional Walsh Hadamard (WH) spreading 
sequences for reduced PAPR in MC-CDMA. 
Table.2Comparison of  PMEPR, using different spreading sequences, for multiple users . 
 
No.of users     Walsh HadamardGold SequenceWG Sequence Blum        BlumShub 
 
      5                     11.84                       11.52            11.52                    9.5 
 
     10                    8.95                           8.5                8.5                    6.5   
 
     15                    6.6                             6.676.6                                      4.75 
 
     20                     5.7                            5.5                5.5                    3.5 
 
    25                      4.86                          4.5                4.5                    2.6 
 
    30                      4.09                          3.7                3.7                     1.7         
 
 
 Fig3. PMEPRof multiple users M with N=128,K=1 and L=128. 
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Fig4. PMEPR of multiple users M with N=128,K=2 and L=256. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper the PAPR in MC-CDMA system using different spreading sequences are investigated.For 
multiple users,PMEPR values are high in Walsh Hadamard sequences,whereas in Gold sequences and WG 
sequences the PMEPR values are relatively equal but lower than Walsh Hadamard sequences. In BBS 
sequences the PMEPR values are lower than all the three sequences.So, it is seen that, for PAPR reduction in 
MC-CDMA system the BBS sequence can be effectively used as a spreading sequence. 
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